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Purpose: This study aimed to establish a novel choroidal neovascularization (CNV)
mouse model through subretinally injecting malondialdehyde (MDA)-modified
photoreceptor outer segments (POS), which was more consistent with the pathogene-
sis of wet age-related macular degeneration (AMD).

Methods:MDA-modified POS were subretinally injected in C57BL/6J mice. Four weeks
later, to assess the volume of CNV and the morphology of retinal pigment epithe-
lium (RPE), isolectin B4 and zonula occludens-1 antibody were used for immunos-
taining. Fundus fluorescent angiography and optical coherence tomography imaging
were used to describe the morphologic features of CNV. Transepithelial resistance was
measuredonpolarizedARPE-19 cells. Vascular endothelial growth factor levels in the cell
culture medium were detected by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay. The protein
and messenger RNA expression levels of autophagy markers were measured using
Western blot and quantitative polymerase chain reaction.

Results: CNV and RPE atrophy were successfully induced in the mouse model. MDA-
modified POS also significantly increased the expression of vascular endothelial growth
factor and disrupted cell junctions in RPE cells. In addition, MDA-modified POS induced
autophagy–lysosomal impairment in RPE cells.

Conclusions: Subretinal injection of MDA-modified POS may generate a feasible CNV
model that simulates the AMD pathological process.

Translational Relevance: This study expands the understanding of the role of MDA in
AMD pathogenesis, which provides a potential therapeutic target of AMD.

Introduction

Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is a
disease that causes progressive loss of central vision
and is one of the leading causes of irreversible blind-
ness worldwide.1 The late-stage AMD manifests as
geographic atrophy (dry AMD) and neovascular (wet)
AMD. The pathophysiological mechanisms leading to
AMD are not fully understood, but genetic predispo-

sition and environmental factors, including oxidative
stress and smoking, are believed to play key roles.

Lipids are the major target for reactive oxygen
species.2 Polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) can be
readily oxidized to produce lipid hydroperoxides and
several aldehydes.3 Peroxides and metabolites gener-
ated from the PUFAs peroxidation are crucial factors
in the pathogenesis of RPE damage.4 Malondialdehyde
(MDA), the principal end-product of PUFA peroxi-
dation, is regarded as a marker of oxidative stress.5,6
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A number of studies found that serum MDA levels
in patients with wet AMD were significantly higher
compared with patients without AMD. Also, in eyes
with wet AMD, there was a correlation between MDA
level and choroidal neovascularization (CNV) lesion
area.7–9 Our previous study showed that linoleic acid,
the most abundant dietary ω-6 PUFA, promoted CNV
progression in mice with elevated MDA levels.10

AMD is widely known as a kind of lipofuscin-
related retinal degeneration and related to retinal
pigment epithelium (RPE) dysfunction. To avoid intra-
cellular accumulation, the RPE transports nutrients
andmetabolites between themicrovascular beds, which
maintain the outer retina, and photoreceptor neurons
and removes photoreceptor outer segments (POS) by
receptor-mediated phagocytosis.11–14 POS degradation
disorders in senescent RPE cells play an essential role
in the initiation of AMD, which causes drusen-like
deposits. As a consequence of continuous POS diges-
tion, among that of cells in other retinal regions, the
lysosomal apparatus of RPE cells in themacular region
bears the greatest load because it digests the most
material. Impairment of the lysosomal degradative
capacity of the RPE is assumed to play an essential role
in the initiation of pathophysiological events, finally
causing functional and morphological damage to the
RPE, resulting in degeneration of the corresponding
neurosensory retina.15–17

MDA is prone to react with proteins or nucleo-
sides to form MDA–protein or MDA–DNA adducts,
which are believed to induce alterations of biochem-
ical properties and the accumulation of biomolecules
in chronic diseases and aging.18,19 Proteomic analy-
sis of ocular lipofuscin granules revealed that various
lipofuscin proteins are damaged by lipid peroxidation-
derivedmodifications.20,21 A prior study suggested that
a variety of lipofuscin-associated proteins are damaged
by the aberrant covalent modification of MDA. These
damaged proteins are more resistant to proteolytic
attack and act as protease inhibitors.22 MDA-modified
POS, as an experimental model of MDA adducts,
were found to be phagocytosed by RPE cells, which
consequently induced lysosomal dysfunction in conse-
quence.23,24 It is acknowledged that RPE cell tight
junctions work well to prevent CNV. We speculate that
MDA-modified POS, rather than unmodified POS, are
pivotal pathogenic factors in AMD. However, little is
known about the role of MDA-modified POS in an in
vivo model. In the present study, we found that MDA-
modified POS induced CNV and RPE damage in mice.
We aimed to explore the potential pathological mecha-
nism of AMD using this AMD-like mouse model to
identify the possible target of AMD and to determine
a potential preventive treatment for AMD.

Methods

Preparation of the MDA Solution

MDA was prepared as described previously.25–27
Briefly, malonaldehyde bis-(dimethyl acetal), also
known as 1,1,3,3-tetramethoxypropane (Sigma-
Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), was treated with HCl (pH,
1.0) for 60 min in a water bath at 50°C. The solution
was further diluted to a concentration of 500 μM with
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), and the pH was then
adjusted to 7.4 using a NaOH solution.

Porcine POS Isolation andMDAModification

Porcine eyes were purchased from a local abattoir.
Porcine POS were immediately isolated following
a published procedure.28 MDA-modified POS were
prepared using a previously described method.23,24 In
brief, POS were centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 7 min and
then resuspended in a 500 μM MDA solution or PBS.
The mixtures were incubated overnight at 4°C on a
shaker to synthesizeMDA adducts. The POSwere then
centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 7 min three times again,
after which the POS were washed with PBS to remove
unbound MDA.

ARPE-19 Cell Culture

ARPE-19 cells, a human RPE cell line, were
purchased from the American Type Culture Collection
(Rockville, MD). For regular (nonpolarized) culture,
the cells were grown in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s
Medium premixed with Ham’s F-12 (1:1 ratio; Sigma-
Aldrich) and supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine
serum (FBS, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA)
and the antibiotics streptomycin and penicillin G
(Thermo Fisher Scientific) at 37°C in a humidified
atmosphere of 5% (v/v) CO2. When the cells were 80%
confluent, they were treated with MDA-modified POS
for 48 hours. In brief, after washing with PBS three
times, MDA-modified POS were diluted to 600 μg/mL
and 300 μg/mL with the culture medium and then
plated on the wells. Wells with 600 μg/mL unmodified
POS and medium alone were used as controls.

Polarized Cell Culture

Polarized ARPE-19 cell culture was performed
as described previously.29–32 In brief, ARPE-19 cells
(approximately 1.65 × 105 cells/well) were seeded
onto Transwell filters (12 mm internal diameter,
0.4 μm pore size; Corning, NY) precoated with
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Matrigel (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA). The cells
were maintained for 8 weeks in a mixed medium
consisting of α-modified Eagle’s minimum essential
medium, N1 supplement (N-6530; 5 mL/500 mL),
nonessential amino acids (M-7145; 5 mL/500 mL), L-
glutamine–penicillin–streptomycin (G-1146; 5 mL/500
mL), taurine (T-0625; 125 mg/500 mL), hydrocorti-
sone (H-0396; 10 μg/500 mL), tri-iodothyronine (T-
5516; 0.0065 μg/500 mL) (Sigma-Aldrich), and 1%
(v/v) FBS. The polarized ARPE-19 cells were then
treated with MDA-modified POS for 48 hours, as
described elsewhere in this article. After washing with
PBS three times, Transwell filters were fixed with 4%
paraformaldehyde or 100% methanol.

Measurement of Transepithelial Resistance
(TER)

The TER of the polarized RPE cells on the
Transwell filters was measured with an Epithelial
Voltohmmeter 2 (EVOM2; World Precision Instru-
ments, Sarasota, FL) as described previously.31,32 TER
measurements were performed within 3 min after the
removal of the cells from the incubator. The TER (�)
was multiplied by the effective growth area (cm2) to
obtain TER–area products (�·cm2), the final resistance
per unit area. The TER in each well was measured
at least three times, and the average value was calcu-
lated for analysis. The results are expressed as percent
changes in TER relative to the control.

Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay

After treatment, the culture medium was collected.
Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) levels
in the cell culture medium were measured using a
human VEGF ELISA kit (R&D Systems, Minneapo-
lis,MN) following themanufacturer’s instructions. The
plates were analyzed by measuring the absorbance at
450 nm with a reference at 570 nm using a plate reader
(Infinite F50, Switzerland). Duplicate evaluations were
performed for each sample.

Quantitative Real-Time Polymerase Chain
Reaction

Total RNA was purified from cell lysates using
an RNA Simple Total RNA kit (Tiangen, Beijing,
China) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.
The RNA concentration and quality were assessed
using a NanoDrop ND-2000 spectrophotometer
(NanoDrop Technologies, Rockland, DE). The total
RNA was reverse transcribed using Prime Script

RT Master Mix (TaKaRa Bio, Shiga, Japan), start-
ing with 2 μg of total RNA from each sample.
Quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction
was performed using TB Green Premix Ex Taq
(TaKaRa Bio, Shiga, Japan) and primers for human
VEGF-A (F: 5′-CTACCTCACCATGCCAAGT-
3′, R: 5′-GCAGTAGCTGCGCTGATAGA-3′) and
18S (F: 5′-TTCGTATTGCGCCGCTAGA-3′, R: 5′-
CTTTCGCTCTGGTCCGTCTT-3′) RNA following
the manufacturer’s protocol.

Cell Viability Assay

The viability of ARPE-19 cells was measured using
a Cell Counting Kit-8 assay (CCK-8, Yeasen, China)
as described previously.33 In brief, 5 × 103 ARPE-19
cells were seeded into 96-well plates and treated with
600 μg/mL MDA-modified or unmodified POS. After
treatments, 10 μL/well CCK-8 reagent was added, and
the plates were incubated for 2 more hours at 37°C and
then analyzed by measuring the absorbance at 450 nm
using a plate reader (Infinite F50). Duplicate evalua-
tions were performed for each sample.

Measurement of MDA Levels

The levels of MDA in ARPE-19 cells were deter-
mined by using a detection kit from Solarbio (Beijing
Solarbio Science & Technology Co., Ltd., Beijing,
China) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Animals

Male wild-type C57BL/6J mice were housed and
bred in the Shanghai General Hospital animal facil-
ity. To examine the effects of MDA-modified POS on
CNV growth, mice aged 6 to 8 weeks were subreti-
nally injected with 2 μL of MDA-modified POS
(50 mg/mL), unmodified POS (50 mg/mL), or PBS.
Four weeks later, the eyes were enucleated and fixed
with 4% (w/v) paraformaldehyde. All animal experi-
ments were approved by the Shanghai General Hospi-
tal Animal Welfare and Ethics Committee.

Immunostaining

Eyecups were obtained from the fixed eyes by
removing the anterior segments. To visualize the
mouse CNV, the eyecups were incubated with 0.5%
(w/v) fluorescein isothiocyanate-conjugated isolectin
B4 (iB4; Sigma-Aldrich). To visualize the structure
of the polarized ARPE-19 cells and mouse RPE,
zonula occludens-1 (ZO-1) staining was performed
in a manner similar to that described previously.34,35
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In brief, the Transwell filters and the eyecups were
stained with rabbit antibody against ZO-1 (Thermo
Fisher Scientific), and visualized with Alexa-594
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and 4′,6-diamidino-2-
phenylindole (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR). Images
were obtained using a confocal microscope (Leica,
Wetzlar, Germany).

Western Blotting

ARPE-19 cells were harvested in lysis buffer after
indicated treatments. The proteins were loaded onto
SDS-PAGE gels for electrophoresis and then trans-
ferred onto PVDF membranes. The membranes were
separately incubated with primary antibodies against
Tubulin, LC3B, Beclin-1, and p62 (Cell Signaling
Technology, Beverly, MA) at 4°C overnight, followed
by incubation with corresponding secondary antibod-
ies coupled with horseradish peroxidase (Proteintech,
Shanghai, China) at room temperature for 1 hour.
Images were obtained using an Amersham imager
(Buckinghamshire, UK).

Fundus Fluorescent Angiography (FFA)

Four weeks after subretinal injection, anesthetiza-
tion and pupil dilation was performed. We injected 2%
fluorescein sodium (Fluorescite; Alcon, Tokyo, Japan)
intraperitoneally. FFA images were acquired using
a Micron IV Retinal Imaging Microscope (Phoenix
Research Labs, CA).

Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT)
Imaging

The in vivo retinal imaging in mice was captured
by using the Phoenix mouse OCT2 system (Phoenix
Research Labs, Pleasanton, CA) 4 weeks after subreti-
nal injection. Mice were anesthetized and positioned
on a custom cassette that allowed three-dimensional
free rotation to align the mouse eye for imaging. The
scans of the retina were acquired across the CNV in the
MDA-POS group and the position equidistant from
the optic nerve head in the control group.

Statistical Analyses

The results are expressed as the means ± standard
errors of the mean (n = number of samples). Values
from the control sample were defined as 100%, and
the percent change relative to the control value was
calculated for each sample. All statistical analyses
were performed using version 4.0.2 of R statis-
tical software (open-source software available at

http://www.r-project.org/). The t test was used for
comparisons between two groups. Comparisons
among three or more groups were analyzed with
the Kruskal–Wallis test; if significance was detected (P
< 0.05), the post hoc Steel’s test (for the comparison of
multiple treatment groups with the control) or Steel–
Dwass test (for all pairs multiple comparisons) was
performed. Comparisons among categorical variables
were statistically analyzed using the Fisher exact test.
Differences were considered to be statistically signifi-
cant at a P value of less than 0.05

Results

Subretinal Injection of MDA-Modified POS
Induced Mouse CNV and RPE Atrophy

To confirm the effects of MDA-modified POS
on the mice, we subretinally injected MDA-modified
and unmodified POS into 10 mouse eyes. Fluores-
cein isothiocyanate-conjugated iB4 staining showed
the presence of CNV in 7 of the 10 eyes injected
with MDA-modified POS, but in only 4 of the 10
eyes injected with unmodified POS by comparison.
No CNV was observed in the eyes injected with PBS
as a control (P = 0.00494; Fig. 1A). Meanwhile, the
CNV volume seemed to be larger in the eyes injected
with MDA-modified POS (Figs. 1B-D). Unlike the
control group (Fig. 1E), the MDA-modified POS-
induced CNV showed hyperfluorescent spots in FFA
images, suggesting the presence of leakage from vessels
(Fig. 1F). In the OCT images, MDA-modified POS-
induced CNV was observed as a highly reflective area
that was covered by a dome-shaped, highly reflec-
tive layer corresponding with the RPE (Fig. 1H),
rather than the intact and smooth RPE layer in the
control group (Fig. 1G). To further elucidate the effect
of MDA-modified POS on the RPE in vivo, ZO-1
(an RPE junction-related molecule)36,37 staining was
performed. The hexagonal RPE in the eyes injected
with POS showed a collapsed morphology. MDA-
modified POS likely disrupted the RPE to a greater
extent and increased the CNV volume (Fig. 2). The
results above indicate that the subretinal injection of
MDA-modified POS induced more spontaneous CNV
and worse RPE atrophy.

MDA-Modified POS Disrupted Cell Junctions,
Affected Cell Viability, and Promoted MDA
Levels in RPE Cells

Cultured polarized RPE cells act as a model that
simulates the in vivo RPE monolayer. In this study,
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Figure 1. Subretinal injection of MDA-modified POS induced CNV inmice. (A) Fluorescein isothiocyanate-conjugated iB4 staining showed
no CNV in any of the eyes in the control (PBS) group, but CNVwas found in 4 of 10 eyes in the unmodified POS group, and 7 of 10 eyes in the
MDA-modified POS group; the differences among the three groups were significant. (B–D) Representative flat-mounts of mouse choroids
showed that the CNV volume in the unmodified POS group was smaller than that in the MDA-modified POS group (E and F) FFA at 4 weeks
after subretinal injection. In theMDA-modified POS injection group, there was a hyperfluorescent spot. (G andH) Representative OCT scans
at 4 weeks after subretinal injection. In the MDA-modified POS group, OCT images showed massive hyperreflectivity under the RPE layer,
hyperreflective bands (arrowheads) at the border of the hyperreflective tissue, thinning outer nuclear layer (ONL), and disrupted photore-
ceptor layer. However, an intact and smooth RPE layer was observed in the control group. Scale bar, 50 μm. Ctrl, control. *P < 0.05 by t test,
**P < 0.01 by Fisher’s exact test.

we also assessed the effect of MDA-modified POS
on polarized RPE cells. Polarized RPE cells were
treated with POS for 48 hours, and cell junctions
were visualized by ZO-1 staining. The disruption of
RPE cell junctions was observed after POS treat-
ment, and this disruption was more severe with
the exposure of MDA modification (Fig. 3A). A
high TER is characteristic of polarized cells. In this
study, following the protocol of Sonoda et al,31 we
maintained polarized cells for 8 weeks and success-
fully cultured polarized cells with a TER higher than
200 �·cm2. MDA-modified POS treatment signifi-
cantly lowered the TER compared with that in the
control group (-30.14%, Fig. 3B, P = 0.00919). These
results revealed that POS, especially those modified
with MDA, disrupted the morphology and function
of RPE cell junctions. ARPE-19 cells under regular

culture conditions were treated with unmodified or
MDA-modified POS for 48 hours. Cell viability
was measured by a CCK-8 assay and found to be
suppressed significantly by POS treatment (unmodified
P = 0.00652; MDA-modified P = 0.0248). However,
the difference in viability between the two POS-treated
groups was not significant (P = 0.115) (Fig. 3C),
indicating that the modification of POS with MDA
did not increase cytotoxicity to RPE cells. To exclude
the possibility that RPE cells failed to ingest MDA-
modified POS by phagocytosis, MDA levels were
detected in cells and found a significant increase in
the group treated with MDA-modified POS compared
with the control group (P < 0.0001). However, the
treatment with unmodified POS did not upregulate
the MDA levels in ARPE-19 cells (Supplementary
Fig. S1).
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Figure 2. Subretinal injection of MDA-modified POS induced RPE
disruption in mice. Four weeks after subretinal injection, mouse
choroid flat-mounts were obtained. ZO-1 staining showed that
compared with unmodified POS, MDA-modified POS disrupted RPE
tight junctions to a greater extent and increased the CNV volume.
Subretinal injection of PBS caused almost no damage to the RPE.
The top row of pictures represent a higher magnification of initial
pictures. Scale bar, 100 μm.

MDA-Modified POS Induced VEGF
Expression in RPE Cells

Next, we explored the effects of MDA-modified
POS on human RPE cells in vitro. After ARPE-19
cells had been treated with MDA-modified POS for
48 hours, VEGF messenger RNA expression in cells
and the levels of VEGF secreted into the medium
were measured. VEGF messenger RNA expression
was significantly elevated by treatment with POS (P
= 0.0142), although the difference was not signifi-
cant between the unmodified andMDA-modified POS
groups. (P > 0.05; Fig. 4A). Furthermore, the expres-
sion levels of VEGF in the medium of regular culture
and polarized culture were also detected by enzyme
e-linked immunosorbent assay. For both cell culture
methods, MDA-modified POS significantly increased
VEGF expression compared with that in the control
groups treated with PBS (regular, P = 0.0281; polar-
ized, P = 0.00194). VEGF was also significantly
elevated in the groups treated with MDA-modified
POS compared with those treated with unmodified
POS (regular, P = 0.0431; polarized, P = 0.0179)
(Fig. 4B, C). These results showed that POS could
induce VEGF expression and that MDA modification
enhanced this effect.

Figure 3. MDA-modified POS disrupted the cell junctions
of RPE cells under polarized culture conditions. (A) ARPE-
19 cells were cultured under polarized conditions for eight
weeks. ZO-1 staining showed that POS disrupted RPE tight
junctions, and MDA-modified POS caused greater destruction
than unmodified POS. (B) MDA-modified POS treatment signif-
icantly decreased the TER compared with that in the control
group, which indicated that the cell-cell junctions had been
functionally damaged. (C) POS treatment suppressed the viabil-
ity of RPE cells compared with that of the control cells, but
MDA modification did not further inhibit cell viability. Data are
shown as the mean ± standard error of the mean. *P < 0.05,
**P < 0.01 by the Kruskal–Wallis test.

MDA-Modified POS Induced
Autophagy–Lysosomal Impairment

In this study, to assess whether the autophagy–
lysosomal pathway plays an essential role in the degra-
dation of MDA-modified POS, we treated ARPE-19
cells with PBS or unmodified or MDA-modified
POS. We indicated autophagy level by autophagy-
associated proteins: Beclin1, p62, and LC3B. Beclin1
is a key protein in the process of autophagy lysozyme
degradation, which is the mammalian homolog
of Vps30p/Apg6p. p62, a protein that acts as a
cargo receptor for the degradation of ubiquitinated
proteins through autophagic or proteasomal pathways,
possesses a short LC3 interaction region that facili-
tates direct interaction with LC3, and causes p62
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Figure 4. MDA-modified POS induced VEGF expression. (A) Real-
time polymerase chain reaction showed that VEGF messenger RNA
in ARPE-19 cells under regular culture conditions was elevated by
POS treatment, while the difference in VEGF messenger RNA levels
between the unmodified and MDA-modified POS groups was not
significant. VEGF in RPE cells grown under not only regular culture
conditions (B) but also polarized culture conditions (C) was also
detected by enzyme e-linked immunosorbent assay. VEGF secreted
into the medium was increased in both groups compared with the
control group. Data are shown as the mean ± standard error of the
mean. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01 by the Kruskal–Wallis test with the post
hoc Steel–Dwass test.

degradation by autophagy.38–40 The presence of LC3
in autophagosomes and the conversion of LC3 to the
lower migrating form, LC3-II, have been suggested
as indicators of autophagy. Hence, the ratio of LC3-
II/LC3-I is widely used as a marker of autophagy.
ARPE-19 cells were treated with unmodified POS
and different concentrations of MDA-modified POS
(300 and 600 μg/mL); protein lysates were collected
at different time points (0, 24, 48, and 72 hours).
The autophagy levels were found dose- and time-
dependently decreased (Supplementary Fig. S2). We
then demonstrated that, after treatment for 48 hours,
unmodified POS increased autophagy levels compared
with those upon treatment with PBS. Whereas MDA-
modified POS decreased the expression of autophagy
markers Beclin1, the ratio of LC3-II/LC3-I and
increased the levels of p62 in ARPE-19 cells (Fig. 5).
These data suggested that the modification with MDA
inhibited the autophagy-lysosomal pathway induced

by POS treatment, which may be the mechanism by
which RPE cells developed POS degradation disorders.

Discussion

RPE cells are polarized and maintain a barrier
function,31 allowing them to phagocytose POS phago-
somes into acidified phagolysosomes, after which
the enzymatic degradation of POS macromolecules
occurs.24,41 During aging and in degenerative retinal
diseases, RPE dysfunction induces lipofuscinogenesis,
the progressive accumulation of a complex polymer
consisting of peroxidized lipids and protein residues.42

POS are highly susceptible to lipid peroxidation
owing to the abundance of PUFAs in the disk
membranes, extremely oxygen-rich environment, and
constant light exposure.43 Several electrophilic reactive
aldehydes can be formed as secondary oxidation
products during the decomposition of polyunsatu-
rated lipid hydroperoxides. Examples of such aldehy-
des are α- and β- unsaturated aldehydes, for example, 4-
hydroxy-2-nonenal, 4-hydroxy-2-hexenal, and MDA.22

Our previous study found MDA accumulation in
AMD eyes; free MDA treatment induced the alterna-
tion of VEGF expression, disruption of cell junctions,
and autophagy dysfunction in ARPE-19 cells.10 As
previously described, MDA-modified POS induced
destruction of polarizedRPE cells as well as lipofuscin-
like deposits,10,23,44 indicating that MDA-modified
POS may contribute to the pathogenesis of AMD.
MDA-modified POS have been found more resistant
to proteolytic attack than unmodified POS because
they induce more severe lysosomal dysfunction in RPE
cells.23,24 Others also found that MDA-modified POS
affected the RPE through the autophagy–lysosomal
pathway.45 Our results showed that autophagy in
RPE cells could be enhanced by POS, but this
effect was inhibited by MDA modification. This
finding can be explained by the revelation that
MDA induced autophagy dysfunction in our previous
study.10

In the widely used laser-induced CNV model,
autophagic levels have been demonstrated increased
on days 1, 3, and 5, whereas decreased to normal
level after 1 week, which was similar to the change
of VEGF protein expression.46 Because oxidative
stress has been reported as a decisive factor in dry-
AMD, NaIO3 and H2O2 as oxidative toxic agents
were used as reproducible models of AMD. In these
models, it is demonstrated that reactive oxygen species
were involved in various cellular responses, includ-
ing autophagic flux and mitochondrial dynamic.47–49
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Figure5. MDA-modifiedPOS induced changes in autophagy-relatedproteins in RPE cells. (A)Westernblot analysis showed that theprotein
levels of Beclin-1 and LC3-II/LC3-I ratio were significantly increased and that the protein level of p62 was decreased after unmodified POS
treatment comparedwith those in the control group.However, after treatmentwithMDA-modifiedPOS, theprotein expressionof autophagy
markers followed opposite trends. (B–D) The expression level of each protein was normalized to the mean value in the control group. Data
are shown as the mean ± standard error of the mean. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01 by the Kruskal–Wallis test with post hoc Steel–Dwass test.

A higher autophagic level was suggested as a protec-
tive mechanism against oxidative stress. Dysfunc-
tion of autophagic pathways has been associated
with neurodegenerative disease.50,51 Much interest
has focused on the role of autophagy in AMD.52,53
Increasing evidence has indicated that cellular quality is
associated with autophagy/mitophagy and mitochon-
drial dynamics in AMD. The autophagy disorder
results in the accumulation of damaged proteins and
dysfunctional organelles, especially the mitochondria,
which generates enhanced reactive oxygen species levels
that causes DNA damage, affects cell viability, and
induces cell death.54–57 Long-term and chronic oxida-
tive stress can result in the premature aging of RPE
cells, which is characterized by upregulated VEGF, 8-
OHdG DNA damage lesions, mitochondrial dysfunc-
tion, and higher expression of senescence-associated
secretory phenotype factors.58–61

The laser-induced CNV is generated by laser
photocoagulation, which destroys Bruch’s membrane.
However, this model is an animal model of an acute

injury that cannot simulate the chronic pathological
process from dry to wet AMD. In this study, a mouse
model was introduced for the first time to research
MDA-modified POS. MDA-modified and unmod-
ified POS were subretinally injected, and sponta-
neous CNV and an RPE atrophy-like pathology were
found in the mice, providing evidence to suggest
that excess POS at the RPE induce an AMD-like
pathology and that MDA modification enhances this
effect.

Our study has revealed the possible relationship
betweenMDA-modified POS andAMD in vivo for the
first time, providing a novel perspective for the study
of AMD. The limitations of the study are as follows.
(a) The microstructure of the RPE, which engulfed
MDA-modified POS, was not observed. (b) Addition-
ally, the precise mechanisms involved remain
unclear. Further studies are needed to confirm
the feasibility of animal CNV modeling induced
by the subretinal injection of MDA-modified
POS.
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Conclusions

This study revealed that MDA-modified POS may
be an agent to induce AMD-like pathology. Subretinal
injection of MDA-modified POS may generate a feasi-
ble CNV model that simulates the AMD pathological
process.
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